The seven heavens are trembling (and) groaning, the Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said, the seven heavens (are) trembling, groaning, like shaking, heavy load, why is that? It is befitting for it to tremble, (it’s) supposed too, why’s that? Because of the heavy load there, there isn’t a space or a distance, you know your fingers together, there is no space, this is what the Prophet said, there is no space (for) four fingers until you find an angel standing in prayer or humbling, bowing in prayer, or (an) angel also prostrating, and they’ve been in that position since God created them. And when on the Judgement Day they’re raised and erected, they will say 'Glory and praise be to you Allah, we did not make a just estimate of you such as due to you' - We did not appreciate you, we didn't do enough!
Every single day since Allah created the angels, every single day 70,000 angels, they go to The Frequent house and offer prayer, they leave [and] they don't have the chance to come back one more time!

Every single day new batch, every single day new batch!

How many angels everyday? Seventy-Thousand!

Every day Seventy-Thousand [new] angels go!

In total how many angels are there?

Only Allah knows! That's only for Allah to know!

✦ That's why the Heavens are trembling, groaning, like you know when you put a heavy load, that's what (is) happening to the Heavens.

(Just) four fingers, four fingers and you’ll find an angel standing or prostrating or bowing, that's why the Heaven is like groaning, to much of it, like when you have a heavy load that’s what happens.

✦ Allah created the angels from the illumination of The Divine Throne, all the angels were created from the illumination of The Divine Throne, they are noor, from the illumination of The Divine Throne, and all of them (are) messengers - ALL.

جاعل الملائكة رسالا

✦ Jibreel has six-hundred wings, each wing [is the size of] the horizon. One wing can cover the horizon, [he has] six-hundred wings and one of them can cover the horizon, you cannot see anything.

✦ The other angel, his feet is in the lowest Earth and The Divine Throne on his shoulder, and between the shoulder to [the] earlobe is seven-hundred years!
The Prophet said, I was permitted to describe an angel, from his earlobe to his shoulder, there's two narrations [here], from his earlobe to his shoulder [is] seven-hundred walking years, [another narration] or the bird can fly from the earlobe to the shoulder [for] seven-hundred years.

His shoulder is holding The Divine Throne. His feet [is] in the lowest Earth.

See how big they are!

From his earlobe to the shoulder [is] seven-hundred walking years

&

His shoulder [is] holding The Divine Throne

&

His feet [is] in the lowest Earth, the lowest Earth!

This is just one, this is one!

---

Summary:

• [As Muslims visit Al-Ka’bah, the angels visit Al Baitil Ma’mur.

• The Prophet [peace be upon him] said, Al Baitil Ma’mur is visited by Seventy-Thousand angels everyday and they never come back to it again.

• Understand the implications of this, everyday a new group of seventy-thousand angels visit The Frequent House, imagine how many angels there is - this is on a daily basis since the start of time! Understand how gigantic this creation of Allah is, this massive creation!

• The Prophet said, the heavens above you are moaning and they are justified to moan, because on every space equivalent to the size of four fingers, there is an angel bowing down [in rukoo’] or prostrating [in sujood], worshipping allah - all over the heavens above us, every area equivalent to the size of four fingers is occupied by an angel worshipping allah, this is a vast, huge creation of the All-Mighty!]